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Abstract

In recent years, membrane contact sites (MCS), which mediate interactions between

virtually all subcellular organelles, have been extensively characterized and shown

to be essential for intracellular communication. In this review essay, we focus on an

emerging topic: the regulation of MCS. Focusing on the tether proteins themselves,

we discuss some of the known mechanisms which can control organelle tethering

events and identify apparent common regulatory hubs, such as the VAP interface at

the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). We also highlight several currently hypothetical con-

cepts, including the idea of tether oligomerization and redox regulation playing a role

in MCS formation. We identify gaps in our current understanding, such as the identity

of the majority of kinases/phosphatases involved in tether modification and conclude

that a holistic approach—incorporating the formation of multiple MCS, regulated by

interconnected regulatory modulators—may be required to fully appreciate the true

complexity of these fascinating intracellular communication systems.
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F IGURE 1 The diversity of tether proteins atMCS. (A) Peroxisomal membrane protein ACBD5 binds via its FFATmotif to theMSP domain of
ERmembrane protein VAP, mediating peroxisome-ERMCS. The ACB domain of ACBD5 has high affinity for very long chain fatty acids. (B)
Mitochondrial membrane protein PTPIP51 also binds to VAP via its FFATmotif, mediatingmitochondria-ERMCS. The TPR domain of PTPIP51
binds and transfers phosphatidic acid. (C)OSBP binds via a PH domain to lipids of the Golgi membrane and contains a FFATmotif that binds to VAP,
mediating Golgi-ERMCS. OSBP has an N-terminal disordered tail that prevents protein crowding around the PH domain. TheORD domain of
OSBP transfers cholesterol. Many tether proteins contain a coiled coil (CC) domain, which canmediate di-/oligomerization of the proteins. (D)
TMEM24 is an ERmembrane protein and binds directly to the negatively charged cytosolic leaflet of the plasmamembrane via its positively
charged C-terminal region, mediating plasmamembrane-ERMCS. The SMP domain transports phosphatidylinositol.

INTRODUCTION

A hallmark of eukaryotic cells is the presence of membrane-bound

compartments called organelles, which create distinct optimized

micro-environments to promote a variety of metabolic reactions

required to sustain life. Organelles do not work as isolated entities;

for the entire cell to function as a unit, coordination and cooper-

ation between specialized organelles must take place. This cooper-

ation often requires inter-organellar membrane contacts, whereby

two (or more) organelles come into close apposition (10–30 nm).[1–3]

Membrane contact sites (MCS) between organelles are mediated by

tether proteins and have now been described for most, if not all,

organelles including mitochondria, the endoplasmic reticulum (ER),

Golgi complex, endosomes, lysosomes, peroxisomes, lipid droplets

and the plasma membrane.[4–10] Tether proteins are usually mem-

brane proteins, which can bridge two organelles through binding

another tether protein or directly to membrane lipids on the oppos-

ingmembrane (Figure 1). Besides themolecular tethers, other proteins

associated with MCS are involved in the transfer of small molecules

(e.g., ions and lipids), as well as regulatory components. Tether proteins

themselves can also have additional functions (e.g., in lipid trans-

fer) and localize to multiple MCS. General physiological functions

of MCS include metabolic roles in the channelling of metabolites,

ion homeostasis, and signalling functions, but also membrane lipid

exchange, and roles in organelle biogenesis and dynamics such as

organelle positioning, transport and inheritance.[11] There is increas-

ing evidence now that MCS are central to cell physiology and impact

on human health and disease.[12–16] The research field of MCS has

rapidly expanded, with new MCS, tethers and MCS-resident pro-

teins being discovered, and focus is now on the diverse functions

of organelle contacts and their physiological importance. Individual

organelle contacts appear to be dynamic,[17] suggesting that protein

tethers between organelles are highly regulated. There is a need to

regulate MCS, for example, during cell division,[18] to allow mobility

and relocation of organelles, to adapt to changing metabolic needs of

the cell or to respond to cellular stress. However, there is a gap in

our knowledge about how the majority of MCS are regulated. Here,

we will discuss molecular mechanisms regulating MCS. We will focus

on mechanistic principles, and support those with selected examples,

mainly addressing the role of direct alterations of the tether pro-

teins, including phosphorylation, ubiquitination/degradation, redox-

related modifications, and protein oligomerization in the modulation

ofMCS.

Regulation of MCS by tether abundance

The function of a tether can be considered to be to physically position

organelle membranes in close proximity to generate an MCS. Accord-

ingly, overexpression or loss of tether proteins can often increase or

reduce MCS formation. This is exemplified by the manipulation of

peroxisomal ACBD5 or mitochondrial PTPIP51, which are involved

in the formation of peroxisome-ER and mitochondria-ER contacts,

respectively (Figure 1A,B).WhenACBD5orPTPIP51 are co-expressed

with the ER tether protein VAPB in mammalian cells, the number

of peroxisome-ER or mitochondria-ER contacts increase.[19–21] Con-

versely, loss of ACBD5 or PTPIP51 reduces both the size and number

of peroxisome-ER ormitochondria-ER contacts. Therefore, differential

expression of tether proteins is clearly a potential way to regulateMCS

formation (Figure 2A). Changes in tether abundance could be achieved

at the level of gene expression, including tissue- or developmen-

tal stage-specific expression, or by changes in protein turnover (see
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Box 1: Post-translational modifications of MCS compo-

nents

1. Phosphorylation of proteins allows for a rapid response

to changes in the (intra)cellular environment. The

reversibility and speed of the addition or removal of

a negatively-charged phosphate group (PO4
3−) to an

amino acid residue—serine, threonine or tyrosine—

makes the event suitable for dynamic regulation of MCS.

Phosphorylation and its counterpart dephosphorylation

are catalysed by kinases and phosphatases, respectively,

regulating protein localization, function and binding part-

ners by changing the shape and charge of the modified

protein. Kinases and phosphatases themselves are also

closely regulated, allowing a tight coordination of specific

MCS components.

2. Ubiquitination is the addition of the 76-amino acid pro-

tein ubiquitin to target proteins. This can lead to altered

subcellular localization, enzymatic activity and protein

interactions. Addition of ubiquitin is often on lysine

residues and the initial ubiquitin molecule can also be

further ubiquitinated, allowing formation of different

ubiquitin chains. The most well characterized outcome

for polyubiquitinated proteins is that they are degraded

by the proteasome. Ubiquitination involves activation

and conjugation of the ubiquitin molecule via E1 and

E2 enzymes, and subsequent ligation to the target pro-

teins by E3 ligases. This process is reversible and can be

opposed by the action of specific deubiquitinases.

3. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) modulation of pro-

teins at responsive residues (e.g., reactive cysteines)

in proteins can either be a reversible or irreversible

post-translational modification depending on the local-

ized intracellular concentration of ROS. Reversible mod-

ifications include inter-molecular disulphide linkages

(homo- or hetero-dimerization) which cause conforma-

tional changes, sulfenylation or S-glutathionylation. Irre-

versible modifications such as sufinylation or sufonyla-

tion mostly occur as stress responses leading to per-

manent protein conformation changes. H2O2 mediated

modifications are perhaps the most widely studied with

respect to post-translational modifications of proteins.

Section: Regulation of MCS by ubiquitination) in response to changes

in cellular environment.

Whilst some MCS, such as the mitochondria-ER-cortex anchor

(MECA) in yeast, may just involve one or two tethering complexes, in

many cases considerable redundancy in tethering complexes exists.[3]

This suggests that altered abundance of individual tethers may not

be sufficient to exert gross physical changes on MCS, depending on

F IGURE 2 Mechanisms to regulate organelle membrane
tethering. (A)Regulation ofMCS formation by differential expression
of a tether protein. (B)Altered abundance of a protein that directly
interacts with a tether protein controls the assembly/disassembly of
theMCS tethering complex. (C) Phosphorylation of a tether protein
regulatesMCS by alteringmembrane association or complex stability.
Phosphorylation can also induce ubiquitination of the tether protein.
(D)Ubiquitination of a tether protein induces its degradation,
consequently reducingMCS, or alters tether protein function, leading
to alterations in theMCS. (E)Redox regulation atMCS via
ROS-mediatedmodifications of a tether protein. (F)Oligomerization
of tether proteins changes themembrane tethering property. (G)
Changes in the lipid composition of the organelle membrane alters the
anchoring of a tether protein, and hence, the assembly of theMCS. The
green and orange squares represent tether proteins, and the yellow
and purple regions represent membranes of different organelles.

the contribution a particular protein makes to the overall tethering

process. For example, at least six different tethering components con-

tribute to the yeast plasma membrane-ER MCS.[22] In this case, to

achieve significant alterations in organelle connections by changing

tethering abundance may require modulating multiple proteins simul-

taneously and to our knowledge there are currently no clear examples

of this in the literature. Rather, subtle alterations to tethering which

might mediate formation of specific sub-complexes or alter flux of

product transfer may occur when expression of a single tether is

altered.

An example of a tissue/developmental stage-specific tether is mam-

malian TMEM24, an ER-anchored phosphatidylinositol transporter at

plasma membrane-ER MCS (Figure 1D), which is highly expressed in

the brain and in pancreatic islets. TMEM24 is expressed predominantly

by neurons and expression increases with postnatal development,
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suggesting enhanced TMEM24 tethering as overexpression of the pro-

tein increased both the number and length of plasma membrane-ER

MCS in mature neurons and HeLa cells.[23,24] An example of a tether

whose abundance is regulated in response to the cellular environment

is Saccharomyces cerevisiae Cnm1, a molecular tether on the nuclear

membrane, which interacts with Tom70 on mitochondria. Cnm1 levels

are regulated by phosphatidylcholine levels, thus affecting mitochon-

drial clustering around the nucleus.[25] The mechanistic details of how

expression of these tethers is controlled are not yet clear, but these

examples provide evidence that regulating tether abundance may be

a common strategy to regulate MCS. Another interesting concept is

whether increasing tether abundance creates more points of con-

tact between organelles, stabilises/enlarges pre-existing complexes or

adjusts the distance between organelle membranes. Recent work sug-

gests that the type ofMCSmay have an impact on the exchange events

which can occur.[26,27]

Regulation of tether assembly by associated proteins

Another strategy by which altered protein expression may alter teth-

ering is more indirect—by increasing levels of associated interaction

partners which can modulate tether assembly (Figure 2B). Recently,

α-synuclein, a protein strongly linked to Parkinson’s disease, has been

detected at mitochondria-associated ER membranes (MAM), a sub-

domain of the ER which controls mitochondria-ER interactions.[28]

Interestingly, α-synuclein binds to VAPB, which disrupts the PTPIP51-
VAPB interaction and loosens mitochondria-ER contacts. The loss of

mitochondria-ER contacts disrupts IP3 receptor-mediated delivery of

calcium (Ca2+) from ER stores to mitochondria and therefore alters

mitochondrial ATP production.[28] In vitro binding studies indicate

that α-synuclein interacts with the N-terminal MSP domain of VAPB

(see Figure 1A-C). The exact function of α-synuclein is not clear, but

increased levels appear to disrupt mitochondria-ER contacts by ster-

ically interfering with the PTPIP51-VAPB tether. A second example of

howaltered expression of an associated protein could impact on tether

assembly is the Emr1 protein in fission yeast. Emr1 interacts with

components of the ER-mitochondria encounter structure (ERMES) and

Emr1 levels correlate with the number of ERMES foci, suggesting a

role for Emr1 in controlling assembly of the subunits of this tether-

ing complex.[29] These examples illustrate that an altered abundance

of proteins that directly interact with tether proteins can negatively or

positively impact onMCS by regulating tether formation. Beyond con-

trolling the assembly/disassembly of tethering complexes, future work

may identify if tether-associated proteins can also promote formation

of alternative tethering complexes for different functions.

Regulation of MCS by phosphorylation

As phosphorylation is one of the best-characterized post-translational

modifications, it is likely that many, if not all, MCS complexes are

in some way impacted by phosphorylation (Box 1). We provide here

recent examples of how phosphorylation events can alter complex sta-

bility, targeting and membrane association, illustrating some of the

effects that phosphorylation can have onMCS proteins (Figure 2C).

Phosphorylation of FFAT-containing proteins

The VAP protein family facilitates many ER-organelle contacts and is

highly conserved between species. The ER-membrane resident fam-

ily consists in mammals of VAPA, VAPB and the recently identified

MOSPD1, MOSPD2, andMOSPD3.[30,31] They possess a MSP domain

with which they bind to “two phenylalanines (FF) in an Acidic Tract”

(FFAT) motifs, present in a variety of proteins, such as ACBD5 (peroxi-

somes), PTPIP51 (mitochondria) andOSBP (Golgi) (Figure 1A-C; for an

overview of confirmed binding partners see[16]). VAP binding partners

often reside at an opposing organelle membrane, serving as a bridge

between the ER/VAP and the heterotypic membrane. Hence, altering

VAP protein levels or modifying VAP by phosphorylation could impact

onmanybindingpartners, and thusMCS, simultaneously,while altering

individual FFAT-containing proteins could allow for specific regulation.

Below, we focus on the regulation of VAP binding by phosphorylation

of the FFATmotif and how this can regulateMCS.

The multitude of diverse proteins that contain a FFAT motif sig-

nifies competitive binding to the VAP family members. Vice versa,

there might also be competition between the different VAP proteins

for binding to a FFAT motif-containing protein. The FFAT motif con-

sists of the core consensus sequence 1EFFDA-E7 flanked by acidic

residues, but the residues can vary quite considerably, potentially

giving proteins different binding affinities for VAP. Additionally, mem-

bers of the VAP family prefer slightly different motifs: MOSPD1 and

MOSPD3 favour “two phenylalanines (FF) in a Neutral Tract” (FFNT),

and although MOSPD2 is more comparable to VAPA/VAPB in terms

of its FFAT binding, there are some differences in the FFAT binding

interface of their MSP domains.[31,32] Besides different affinities of

FFAT motif-containing proteins to different VAPs, there are several

regulatory mechanisms involving phosphorylation of serine/threonine

residues present in the FFAT motif of various proteins that can alter

VAP binding (detailed examples are given in Table 1). (1) Phosphory-

lation of serine/threonine residues in the acidic tract increases the

overall negative charge, enhancing the interaction of the tract to the

positively charged surface of the VAPMSP domain. This binding of the

tract is important for facilitating the initial electrostatic interaction and

phosphorylation potentially acts as a fine-tuning mechanism.[32–34] It

is also possible that phosphorylation of residues in the acidic tract

could convert a FFNT motif to a FFAT motif, changing its affinity for

different VAP members. (2) Phosphorylation of serine/threonine in

position 1 of the FFAT core can enhance the binding of the motif

to the MSP domain.[35–37] (3) Phosphorylation of serine/threonine in

position 4 of the FFAT core acts as an OFF-ON switch. Phosphory-

lation of this residue is essential for binding to the MSP domain of

VAP—e.g., phosphorylation in position 4 of the STARD3 FFAT pep-

tide altered the FFAT-VAP association from no detectable binding to

a binding affinity in the micromolar range—and this motif is defined as
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“Phospho-FFAT.”[32,35,37,38] (4) Phosphorylation of serine/threonine in

position 5 of the FFAT core acts, in contrast, as an ON-OFF switch:

ACBD5 phosphorylated in FFAT position 5 was highly enriched in

the non-bound fraction in a VAPB-pull down assay, indicating that

phosphorylation blocks the binding of this residue in its hydrophobic

pocket, likely via steric hindrance.[34,39] Overall, FFAT motif phospho-

rylation affects VAP binding in various ways—leading to an increase or

decrease, an adjustment or switch—dependent on the position of the

residue. A serine/threonine is also a common residue in position 7 of

the FFAT motif, and phosphorylation will likely increase the binding to

VAP, as this mimics the canonical glutamic acid residue.[40] Interest-

ingly, all FFAT motifs possess a phenylalanine or tyrosine in position 2,

and some in position 3, of which the tyrosine residue could be a poten-

tial target of phosphorylation, suggesting an additional regulation

mechanism. Many FFAT-containing proteins possess serine/threonine

residues in their FFATmotif (Table 1) and could potentially be regulated

by one ormore of these phosphorylationmechanisms.

One obvious knowledge gap in this field is the identification of

kinases and phosphatases acting on the FFAT motifs. Recently, we

showed that the kinase GSK3β phosphorylates the FFAT motif of per-

oxisomal membrane protein ACBD5.[34] Phosphorylation of ACBD5

in position 5 of the FFAT motif by GSK3β blocks its interaction with

VAP, reducing peroxisome-ER contact size and altering peroxisome

membrane dynamics.[34] Interestingly, GSK3β also negatively regu-

lates PTPIP51-VAP-mediated mitochondria-ER contacts,[41,42] sug-

gesting potential co-regulation between the organelle-ER contacts.

Furthermore, the affinity of FFAT-containing proteins for VAPs can

be dependent on a combination of multiple (non)phosphorylated

residues/regions which appear to be able to crosstalk in their regu-

lation of protein interaction and function (Table 1). Elucidating how

differentially regulated FFATmotifs compete for bindingwith different

VAP proteins to control access to the ER membrane will be a challeng-

ing task but promises to reveal novel insights into howphosphorylation

of simple, shortmotifs has the potential to orchestrate complex cellular

events.

Phosphorylation of other MCS proteins

Beyond the VAP system for ER MCS, several other phosphorylation

mechanisms regulating MCS have been identified. The kinases AMPK

and PDK4 promote mitochondria-ER contact formation in mammals

via association with different tether complexes and enhance their sta-

bilization, although the mechanisms are not completely clear. AMPK

translocates to mitochondria-ER MCS under energy stress conditions,

where it binds to and induces phosphorylation of MFN2, which acts

as a mitochondria-ER tether by being present at both organelle mem-

branes and forming dimers.[43] However, it has not been shown if

MFN2 phosphorylation directly enhances the MFN2 tethering func-

tion, and hence, is accountable for the increased number of MAMs

by AMPK. PDK4 associates with and stabilises the IP3R-GRP75-

VDAC1 Ca2+ channelling complex, stimulating tight MAM formation

andCa2+ transport fromtheER tomitochondria.[44] Additional kinases

and phosphatases associated with the IP3R-GRP75-VDAC1 complex

and other mitochondrial MCS proteins have been comprehensively

reviewed elsewhere.[45]

MIRO is an adaptor protein involved in the distribution and trans-

port of both mitochondria and peroxisomes along microtubules, and

linked to the fission of the organelles.[46–49] Recently, MIRO has

been identified at MCS between those two organelles and the ER.[38]

MIRO recruits the lipid transport protein VPS13D to the mitochon-

drial and peroxisomal membrane, with VPS13D bridging to the ER

membrane by binding to VAP via its FFAT motif. Moreover, phospho-

rylation of a conserved residue in MIRO by PLK positively regulates

its targeting to mitochondria-ER contacts, and its interaction with

and the integrity of the IP3R-GRP75-VDAC1 complex.[50] Phospho-

rylation of the residue, which is located in the N-terminal GTPase

domain ofMIRO, enhancesMIROactivity. Interestingly,MIROrequires

an active N-GTPase domain to recruit VPS13D,[38] suggesting that

phosphorylation of MIRO by PLK could also potentially regulate the

MIRO-VPS13D-VAP complex.

Not all proteins span opposing organelle membranes via protein-

protein interactions at MCS. The previously mentioned phosphatidyli-

nositol transporter TMEM24 is an ER-anchored protein, which can

bind directly to the negatively charged cytosolic leaflet of the

plasma membrane via its positively charged C-terminal region (Figure

1D).[23,24] PKC-dependent phosphorylation of the C-terminal region,

in response to oscillations in cytosolic Ca2+, dissociates TMEM24 from

the plasma membrane and, consequently, from plasma membrane-ER

MCS. Here, this method of regulation prevents localization of a tether

to its site of function which may be a more general regulatory strat-

egy (see Section: Regulation of MCS by altering lipid composition of

organelle membranes).

The importance of phosphorylation in the regulation of MCS has

also been shown in S. cerevisiae. For example, phosphorylation of Vps39

reduces the formation of vacuole-mitochondria MCS, which are medi-

ated via its interaction with vacuolar Rab GTPase Ypt7 and a putative

mitochondrial binding partner,[51] while phosphorylation ofmembrane

trafficking protein Vps53 by the AMPK homolog Snf1 leads to the

formation of Golgi-mitochondria contacts.[52] Additionally, Ypk1 phos-

phorylates sterol-binding protein Lam2, which disrupts its association

with Laf1, another sterol-binding protein, at plasma membrane-ER

MCS, inhibiting retrograde sterol transport fromtheplasmamembrane

to the ER.[53]

Overall, phosphorylation of MCS components allows cells to adapt

rapidly and dynamically to changing conditions. This can disrupt or

promote the overall organelle tethering, but also impact on distinct

functions at the organelle interface such as lipid andCa2+ transfer. The

next challenge is to obtain a complete map of the multitude of phos-

phorylation events atMCS, including the kinases/phosphates involved,

and to discover their function, and under what specific conditions they

occur.

Regulation of MCS by ubiquitination

Ubiquitination has the potential to specifically degrade tethering fac-

tors, to modify the affinity of tethering partners as well as to alter
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the ability of proteins to mediate exchange events at MCS (Box 1;

Figure 2D). At organelle membranes, ubiquitination-mediated degra-

dation can fine-tune the specific protein composition of organelles

by degrading individual proteins, but ubiquitinated membrane pro-

teins can also mark entire organelles for degradation via selec-

tive autophagy. For example, the ER-associated protein degradation

(ERAD) system controls specific protein levels at the ER, and the

PINK1-Parkin system ubiquitinates multiple mitochondrial targets to

regulatemitophagy.[54,55] In contrast, peroxisomes utilize a range of E3

ligases to differentially regulate a single protein, the import receptor

PEX5, leading to altered stability, recycling or activation of pexophagy

depending onhowPEX5 is ubiquitinated.[56–58] Multiple E3 ligases and

DUBs have been found at organellemembranes, and the distribution of

over 50 ubiquitin modifying enzymes targeted to different organelles

was recently collated, highlighting a potentially prominent role for

ubiquitination in influencing organelle function.[59] The following sec-

tion explores recent examples of ubiquitin-mediated modifications

which impact onMCS.

Ubiquitin-mediated degradation leading to reduced
organelle tethering

Several clear examples of ubiquitin-mediated degradation of proteins

regulating organelle tethering are found at the mitochondria-ER con-

tact site. As previously mentioned, MFN2 is a dynamin-like GTPase,

which is embedded in both the outer mitochondrial and ER membrane

where it can facilitate mitochondrial-ER tethering.[60] Several stud-

ies have shown that ubiquitination of MFN2 leads to regulation of

ER-mitochondria contacts.[61–63] Degradation of MFN2 can be acti-

vated via ubiquitination by the E3 ligase Parkin, which, together with

its activator, the protein kinase PINK1, plays a well-established role in

mitophagy.[64] PINK1 and Parkin have been found to be enriched at

the MAM[65] which effectively positions them to ubiquitinate MFN2

and other MCS proteins.[66] Thus, in this example, ubiquitin-mediated

degradation ofMFN2 leads to alteredmitochondria-ER contacts.

Sigma-R1 is an ER protein which interacts with GRP78 and IP3R at

theMAM to facilitate Ca2+ signalling.[67] Sigma-R1 is ubiquitinated by

the ERADcomponent and E3 ligaseHRD1and degraded by the protea-

some, leading to reducedmitochondria-ER contacts.[68] As Sigma-R1 is

not itself a tether, how Sigma-R1 removal impacts onmitochondria-ER

contacts is not completely clear, but this may relate to its role in medi-

ation of Ca2+ signalling, as mutant Sigma-R1 disrupts IP3R-mediated

delivery of Ca2+ from the ER tomitochondria.[69]

Overall, in mammalian cells, the mitochondria-ER interface hosts

an increasingly complex set of regulatory factors which utilize ubiqui-

tin modifications to regulate contact site dynamics either by directly

degrading tethers or by altering levels of the regulators of tethering

function.

In yeast, mitochondria are anchored at the plasma membrane by

the MECA. MECA consists of at least two components: Num1, which

binds specific phospholipids on both the mitochondrial and plasma

membrane, and Mdm36.[70] A tether complex, which performs a sim-

ilar function but with different components, was also recently shown

to retain peroxisomes at the mother cell cortex.[71] During meio-

sis, mitochondria undergo extensive remodelling, disconnect from the

plasma membrane and localize at the gamete nuclei. This mitochon-

drial detachment requires destruction of the MECA complex, and the

data suggests that this is driven by phosphorylation of Num1 by the

kinase Ime2, leading to Num1 degradation.[18] Specific ubiquitina-

tion was not demonstrated, but it would be interesting to identify if

the ubiquitination systems involved are linked with other cell cycle-

relatedprocesses, suchas cyclindegradation, potentially synchronising

different degradation events in the cell cycle.[72]

More generally, how cells regulate the subcellular localization of

organelles during the cell cycle and how this relates to the mainte-

nance or loss of MCS is an interesting area of study.[73] For example,

in yeast, the ER also needs to detach from the plasma membrane

during meiosis[74] and in mammalian cells, peroxisomes appear to

align at spindle poles during mitosis[75]—both these processes may

require tether remodelling. Based on the prominence of ubiquitin-

mediated degradation—coupledwith phosphorylation—ofmultiple cell

cycle events,[76] it is tempting to speculate that these regulatory pro-

cesses might also contribute to the control of organelle tethering

during the cell cycle. However, due to the presence of multiple teth-

ers at the majority of different MCS a significant untethering to allow

large changes in organelle dynamics would presumably require simul-

taneous modulation of multiple tethers, likely requiring multi-level

regulation.

Ubiquitin modifications leading to alterations of
tethers

As well as activating degradation of tether proteins as a strategy to

regulate the physical connections between organelles, ubiquitination

can also serve to alter function of the protein tethers at MCS with-

out degradation. This can allow regulation of lipid trafficking and other

exchange events.

One example of this is the ubiquitin ligase MITOL, which mediates

ubiquitination of MFN2 in its GTPase domain.[61] This modification

does not target MFN2 for degradation but is in fact required for GTP

binding, which activates MFN2 tethering function. Therefore, regula-

tion of MFN2 stability or function seems to represent an extensively

regulated control point to adjust mitochondria-ER interactions.

Another example of non-degradative ubiquitin-modifications of

tether proteins is themitochondrial-ER tether protein PTPIP51, which

has been proposed to act as a transporter of phosphatidic acid from

the ER to mitochondria during cardiolipin synthesis.[77] PTPIP51 has

recently been shown to be ubiquitinated by MITOL. This modification

did not appear to activate PTPIP51 degradation or impact VAPB inter-

action, so overall physical tethering is likely unaffected but instead, the

authors suggested that ubiquitination at this site reduced phosphatidic

acid binding.[78]

It has recently been shown that the ER-embedded E3 ubiquitin lig-

ase RNF26, pairs with the ubiquitin conjugating enzymeUBE2J1 in the
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perinuclear ER region.[79] This complex then specifically ubiquitinates

the ER adaptor SQSTM1 which allows recruitment of ubiquitin bind-

ing proteins to endosomal membranes. This increases endosome-ER

contacts in the perinuclear region, alteringmovement of secretory car-

gos. Therefore, in this example ubiquitination promotes assembly of

endosome-ER contact sites by regulating protein-protein interactions.

In summary, ubiquitin-mediated degradation of tethering compo-

nents is a clearly effective way to remove a tethering protein and

thus reduce MCS. However, alternative ubiquitin modifications which

do not lead directly to degradation can alter tether protein func-

tions in different ways, leading to alterations in protein interactors or

modulation of other functions of the tethers.

Regulation of MCS by redox signalling

Another type of post-translational modification involved in the poten-

tial regulation of organelle interactions is reactive oxygen species

(ROS)-mediated modification of MCS proteins (Box 1). In this case,

ROS modulation could occur via direct alterations of redox-sensitive

cysteines in tether proteins (Figure 2E). Peroxisomes, the ER and

mitochondria are organelles which are enriched with redox-related

metabolic reactions that generate ROS, and have been proposed

to form a redox hub.[80] In these hubs, ROS can act as a sig-

nalling molecule, feeding into downstream processes that regulate the

metabolic fate of a cell. For example, peroxisome derived H2O2 was

recently shown to be a major source of sulfenylation of the HEK293

cellular proteome.[81] Below we summarize emerging examples of

redox regulation atMCS.

Redox regulation at mitochondria-ER MCS is an example of how

inter-organelle communication can be modulated by ROS. Redox reg-

ulation at MAMs is intertwined with Ca2+ signalling, with many

components of the Ca2+ signallingmachinery also being ROS-sensitive

proteins. For example, previous studies showed a transient increase

of H2O2 at the mitochondria-ER interface following H2O2 release

from mitochondrial cristae, in response to Ca2+ influx to mitochon-

dria. This could potentially induce oxidation of redox-sensitive proteins

at MAMs, such as IP3R, and result in altered Ca2+ efflux from the

ER.[82–85] Furthermore, ROS accumulation in MAMs can also alter the

GRP75-mediated tethering of IP3R and VDAC.[80,86,87] The opening

of these Ca2+ channels can drive the upregulation of electron trans-

port chain components, in turn leading to altered ROS generation. In

line with the idea that H2O2 could be transferred directly between

organelles at the mitochondria-ER interface, it was shown that aqua-

porin AQP11 is an ER resident peroxiporin (H2O2 channel) which par-

tially localizes toMAMs.[88] A recent study showed that in the absence

of ERO1α, an ER resident H2O2 generating enzyme, a compensatory

mechanism operates whereby H2O2 generated by mitochondrial com-

plex III enters the ER through AQP11. This process coincides with, and

appears to be dependent on, increasedmitochondria-ERMCS.[89] One

possibility, which would be interesting to explore, is that the efflux

of H2O2 from the mitochondria to the ER through AQP11 could be

mediated by direct redoxmodulation of tether proteins.[80,81]

As ROS, often in the form ofH2O2, is generated as part of numerous

biochemical reactions, for example during beta-oxidation of VLCFAs in

peroxisomes, linking ROS flux to the control of MCS allows the pos-

sibility to couple the extent of lipid exchange at MCS to the level of

ROSbeing producedby aparticular organelle. ROS-mediatedoxidation

of tethers could result in a variety of conformational changes in con-

tact site proteins (see Box1), which might lead to alterations in how

tethering proteins interact or the level of lipid transfer. Overall, the

involvement of ROS signalling in the regulation of MCS is a relatively

unexplored area of study and may prove to be more extensive than is

currently appreciated.

Regulation of MCS by multiple protein modifications

Many post-translational modifications, including phosphorylation,

ubiquitination and ROS-mediated modifications, can be interlinked,

occurring simultaneously, or acting as priming signals for further

post-translational modifications. One example is the PINK1-mediated

phosphorylation of ubiquitin itself on ubiquitinated proteins, such as

MFN2, leading to recruitment of Parkin and thus further enhanced

ubiquitination.[90] Another example, which relates to peroxisome-lipid

droplet interactions, was recently identified by theWolfrum lab. Here,

a complex sensing mechanism couples H2O2 generated by peroxi-

somal activity, with ubiquitin-mediated modification of proteins at

peroxisome-lipid droplet interaction sites.[91] This suggests that lipid

droplet-derived fatty acids are trafficked to peroxisomes for beta-

oxidation, via lipid droplet-peroxisome MCS, resulting in elevated

levels of H2O2. This increased H2O2 in peroxisomes appears to result

in modulation of the ubiquitin ligase PEX2, a peroxisomal membrane

protein, at multiple cysteine residues—leading to disulphide bond for-

mation and stabilization of PEX2. Stabilized PEX2 is then able to

ubiquitinate and regulate the degradation of the lipid droplet surface

enzyme ATGL at lipid droplet-peroxisomeMCS. ATGL, a key enzyme in

lipolysis, is responsible for the liberation of free fatty acids and glycerol

from triacylglycerol stores in lipid droplets, which generates peroxi-

somal substrates, and is escorted to lipid droplet-peroxisome MCS by

PEX5.[92] Therefore, this system serves as an elegant way to control

fatty acid release from lipid droplets.

Regulation of MCS by oligomerization of tether
proteins

Proteins at MCS, especially lipid transfer proteins, frequently con-

tain both structured domains, performing a wide variety of functions,

as well as regions of intrinsic disorder. This allows them to act as

flexible tethers between organelles, but also to act as entropic barri-

ers preventing protein crowding and regulating membrane tethering

geometry.[93] An example is mammalian OSBP, which contains a C-

terminal lipid transport domain (ORD), a FFAT motif that binds VAP,

a PH domain to interact with membrane lipids, and an N-terminal dis-

ordered tail (Figure 1C). When the PH domain is bound to membrane
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lipids, the presence of the N-terminal tail increases the apparent sur-

face occupancy of the domain and seems to act as an entropic shield,

preventing protein crowding by excluding material around the PH

domain and controlling the dynamics ofmembrane tethering.[94] VAPA

also contains intrinsically disordered regions, which enable versatile

tethering atMCS and contribute to membrane tethering plasticity and

efficiency.[95]

Several tether proteins contain a coiled-coil domain (e.g., VAP,

ACBD4, ACBD5, PTPIP51, OSBP, MIGA2), which can mediate di-

/oligomerization of the proteins (Figures 1C and2F). ER-residentVAPA

and VAPB, for example, form homo- and heterodimers.[96] VAPA/B

also contains a GXXXG dimerization motif within its transmembrane

domainwhich canmediate self-association.[97] Furthermore, VAPAhas

been crystallized as a homodimer inwhich eachMSP subunit binds to a

single FFAT motif containing peptide[98] and aberrant oligomerization

of VAPB has been associated with the pathophysiology of neurologi-

cal disorders.[16,97] It has recently been shown that ORP2 knock-down

oroverexpression influencesVAPAoligomerization and its interactions

with SNAREs at plasma membrane-ER MCS in yeast and neurons.[99]

ORP2 contains a FFAT motif and can form tetramers.[100] It delivers

cholesterol to the plasmamembrane in exchange for phosphatidylinos-

itol 4,5-bisphosphate (PI(4,5)P2). It is suggested that ORP2 promotes

VAPA oligomerization by bridging the FFAT motif interacting sites in

each VAPA monomer, which would be consistent with the reported

VAP-FFAT crystal structure. The homo-oligomerization of peroxisomal

ACBD4 andACBD5 is also dependent on their coiled-coil domains (our

unpublished observations) but the role of coiled-coils in membrane

tethering is poorly understood. It is possible, that VAPB and inter-

acting FFAT-motif protein di/oligomerization impacts on the ability of

the tether proteins to form ER-MCS. Oligomerization can increase

the number of membrane-interacting modules and may allow the for-

mation of larger tether complexes, and consequently, larger MCS.

An example is the clustering of Kv2 channels at the plasma mem-

brane, which interact via a FFAT motif with VAP at the ER.[35,101]

The clustering enables Kv2 channels to play a structural role in form-

ing ER-PM junctions. Additionally, the MOSPD proteins of the VAP

family also dimerize, though they do not contain a predicted coiled-

coil domain or GXXXG motif.[31] The homo/heterodimerization of

MOSPD1-MOSPD3 and MOSPD2-VAPA-VAPB complexes are depen-

dent on their transmembrane regions, apparently grouping them into

separate FFNT and FFAT binding complexes.

However, oligomerization could also potentially reduce the abil-

ity of a tether protein to interact with its partner proteins or other

regulators. Detachment of a dimer from the membrane requires the

simultaneous dissociation of its two contacts with the membrane.

For OSBP it has been shown that the dwell time of its dimeric PH

domain-containing region on PI(4)P-containing membranes is in the

range of several minutes in contrast to a few seconds in the case of

the monomeric PH domain.[94] It has been suggested that the transi-

tion from a monomeric unfolded tether to a dimeric coiled-coil tether

should dramatically change the membrane tethering property of the

protein both in terms of flexibility and dwell time at themembrane.[93]

Overall, oligomerization of tether proteins (involving coiled-coils or

other domains) appears to be an important and frequently observed

feature of tether proteins, but the physiological role of this is not well

understood.

Regulation of MCS by altering lipid composition of
organelle membranes

As many tethering factors associate with their target organelle

via interaction with membrane lipids, the lipid composition of the

organelle membrane can also play a role in the assembly and orga-

nization of MCS (Figure 2G). This was vividly highlighted in a

recent study which demonstrated that MCS between the ER and

different organelles is dependent on ER subdomains with different

lipid-ordering characteristics.[102] Many tethers are anchored at the

organelle membrane using a specific lipid—if this particular lipid is no

longer present then the tether will no longer connect. An example of

this is the extended synaptogamin family (E-Syts), which are ER mem-

brane proteins which connect to other organelle membranes using a

C2 domain to bind to PI(4,5)P2.
[103] This allows the E-Syts to mediate

connections tomultiple organelles, with the level of PI(4,5)P2 on a par-

ticular organelle membrane being an obvious control point to regulate

this interaction.[104] As the lipid composition of organelle membranes

is subject to homeostatic control and can be adapted in response to

cellular environment,[105] this adds another level of control ofMCS.

CONCLUSION

Here, we have focused on how regulation of tethering proteins can

alter MCS formation. This regulation occurs at various levels and

employs different mechanisms including phosphorylation and ubiq-

uitination (Figure 2). Conceptually, MCS regulation can broadly be

achieved by altering the levels or binding affinities of tether proteins

at organelle-organelle interfaces. This general concept is employed at

many MCS and can occur in a number of different ways. Whilst ubiq-

uitination of tether proteins tends to lead to altered abundance, phos-

phorylation often leads to altered tethering protein affinity. Amongst

our examples, we identify the VAP-FFAT interaction as a highly regu-

latable system to facilitate dynamic tethering of different organelles

to the ER, discuss a role for tether regulation in controlling organelle

connectedness in the cell cycle, and also highlight emerging exam-

ples of multi-level regulation with negative feedback loops at MCS.

However, as this is a relatively new field, it is likely that we have

only begun to scratch the surface in terms of MCS regulation. Many

other types of post-translational modifications exist which may also

impact on tethering proteins, including methylation, sumoylation and

protein lipidation—the latter of which could conceivably allow direct

modification of tether proteins by lipids as a feedback mechanism to

control lipid exchange at MCS.[106] Beyond regulation of the tethers

themselves, alterations in the products (e.g., lipids and Ca2+) which

are transferred at MCS can also influence the formation and function

of MCS.[107] MCS connect numerous different biochemical pathways,

in particular in lipid metabolism, where reactions are often initiated
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in one organelle with subsequent steps occurring within different

organelles. Therefore, MCS represent control points at which deci-

sions on the direction of metabolic flux through a pathway may be

determined (e.g., ER, mitochondria, peroxisomes, lysosomes and lipid

droplets in metabolism of fatty acids). Due to this extensive intercon-

nectedness, regulation of tethering components is unlikely to occur

in isolation and presumably occurs as part of coordinated metabolic

or stress response programmes. Unravelling these complex regulatory

networks and assessing the contribution of different factors will be a

considerable challenge for the field in the future. Thiswill likely require

the development of accessible methods to more reliably analyse mul-

tiple contacts simultaneously and to effectively track lipid transport.

Indeed, attempts to analyse multiple contacts have been made using

spectral imaging approaches with six fluorescently labelled organelles

analysed simultaneously,[17] whilst split-fluorescence approacheshave

also been adapted to highlight multi-organelle interfaces.[108] These

approaches may suffer from drawbacks with resolution and potential

irreversibility, respectively, but have still yielded novel insights into

larger organelle networks. In addition, screening approaches which

attempt to systematically analyse all contact sites are already yielding

many novel insights into tether regulation.[109] As well as provid-

ing a fascinating insight into cell organization, the dysregulation of

MCS components in pathologies means that greater understanding of

MCS regulation may reveal novel therapeutic targets, which could be

beneficial to treat a variety of diseases.
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